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REPORT ON COMPLETION OF VARIABLE DENSITY TREATMENT ON
PORTIONS OF THE RIPARIAN RESERVE ZONES OF NADIRA AND WORTHLESS
CREEKS:

Introduction:

Variable Density Spacing was done along portions of the Riparian Reserve Zones of  two S2 creeks and
including several S3 tributaries on TFL # 44 of Weyerhaeuser Company Limited, West Island
Timberlands during October and November of 2003.  The areas all lie on the “Franklin” and east side of
Alberni Canal and are all part of the Nitinat River Watershed and reached  from Walbran Main by either
Nadira Main or Branch 60.

Project Plans and Prescriptions:

An overview of that portion of TFL #44 lying east of Alberni Canal and Barkley Sound, and South to
Pacific Rim National Park had been done previously by Reinhard Muller with the use of air photos and
Licencee inventory GIS maps, in order to single out potential fish bearing creeks, rivers and RRZ’s to
field check in more detail. The process involved the selection of suitable age classes, reasonable crew
driving and walking access and safe working terrain. (usually slopes less than 80% with absent or few old
growth remnants). The selected areas were then field checked and either prescribed for treatment or
rejected. The final prescriptions were done by a combination of walk-thrus and statistical plots to
determine stand, stocking, biodiversity, biogeoclimatic and habitat parameters. Because of the many
different areas treated under this project, a variety of  stand conditions were encountered, ranging from
900 s/ha OS (overstory) or 1900 s/ha inventory on SU #2 of Worthless Creek & the Lower Nadira (BA
39) to  1400 s/ha OS or 2900 s/ha inventory (BA 55) at SU A of Nadira Creek. The treatment prescription
called for reducing BA (basal areas) by about half and reducing stand densities to variable densities with
gaps of around 200 to 400 s/ha with untreated bank strips and corridors between for variability and stream
protection. The areas were mixtures or patchworks alternating from advanced upland coniferous stands
with variable slopes, particularly along Nadira Creek, to areas of relatively flat bench sites often
containing large alder with scattered understories of red cedar, hemlock or Sitka spruce. The coniferous
areas along most of the Upper Nadira Creek contained dense, tall trees of average diameters over 30cm,
which made it difficult to open falling faces and avoid cutting of trees with diameters over 30cm. On the
other hand, working access was improved, because these stands contained few understory shrubs and
walking hazards. Final slash loads turned out heavy on some of these areas, but some access was
maintained by planning for untreated wildlife corridors. Ungulate activity and bear use were noted on all
areas. Bear use was particularly heavy along Lower Worthless Creek, where the fall salmon spawning
runs created a ready food source. Wildlife trees, with primary excavator use, were  rare on all areas. There
was, therefore, a need to plan for future old growth characteristics with wildlife tree development. Interim
measures such as screefing were implemented. Besides increasing species diversity, fostering large
diameters and maintaining or recreating shrub and herb layers, the objective was also to increase the
overall percentage of  Cw in comparison to other species.

Site Description:

Upper Nadira Creek: S2: There is anadromous fish barrier several km below. The creek is used by
resident trout and char species and may temporarily be utilized by released anadromous fry from the
Nitinat fish hatchery.  The biogeoclimatic zone is the CWHvm1. The treatment area includes four S3
tributaries, all of which enter from the west.
The mainstem of the Upper Nadira Creek is relatively fast flowing and free from significant instream
organic debris due to frequent and apparently violent flushing action. Most stream materials are coarse
gravels, few sands, cobbles, stones and short bedrock sections. Complexity is low with relatively few
pools. Fry habitat appears most suitable within the lower reaches of the S3 tributaries which were treated
by variable density spacing. It is believed that future mainstem complexity increase will only be achieved
by eventual very large old Growth stem input which is well enough anchored to resist flushing out during
freshets.
The stand consists of advanced second growth trees of large diameter, tall conifers, composed of Hw,Ba
(Cw,Fd) with scattered Dr, mainly along the bank on upland sites, plus extensive patches of tall,
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large diameter alder with scattered coniferous understories of Cw and Hw on bench sites, along the main
stem and lower areas of the S3 tributaries.

Lower Nadira Creek: S2: Anadromous fish barrier below. Used by resident trout and char species, as well
as released salmon fry. This area is also within the CWHvm1. Lower Nadira Creek  contains a short rapid
portion with rock pools, but otherwise has a much lower gradient than the Upper Nadira. This has resulted
in more sand and gravel bar development, a less stable channel and some back-channel development on
the SU #2 portion. Coniferous upland stands are very dense and tall with an Hw, Ba, Cw stand. The SU
#2 portion contains an alder stand on low bench site with releasable Cw, Hw below. This alder patch also
appeared to have had the heaviest elk and deer use. Wildlife trees are absent and were created,
particularly on some of the large alder on SU #2. Future instream complexity creation will require the
natural input of large future old growth boles, which can resist flushing out.

Lower Worthless Creek: S2: Used heavily by anadromous salmon species and particularly chum. Also
within the CWHvm1: The RRZ’s are mostly rich bench sites. Because of the salmon spawners, there is at
times a very large bear population. Elk use is also noticeable by the herds that frequent the adjacent bench
sites along the Nitinat River.

Objectives:

The objective was to speed up riparian old growth/large stem development. This would be achieved by
reducing stem numbers to levels of existing old growth stands, manipulating density and tree species
diversity (both vertical and horizontal), creating improved riparian habitat for a variety of species,
windfirming the trees, creating larger future stem diameters, predisposing stems for larger future coarse
woody debris, providing for increased future instream complexity, increasing or maintaining shrub and
herb layers for wildlife forage, overland flow filtering and nesting habitat.
In addition, red alder, and in a few places, maple, would be treated in order to release understory conifers.
Red cedar, as well as food and medicinal shrubs and herbs would be fostered to improve First Nations
forest values.
Wildlife trees would be created for cavity nesters and stressed by screefing for increased sapsucker use.

Description of Completed Work:

Area treated was 17.1 ha.  Total project cost was $45,178.01.

Work started along the left bank of Upper Nadira Creek and along some of its S3 tributaries during the
middle of October 2003 and finished at the Lower Worthless Creek close to the Nitinat River on
November 14th. 2003. The crew was a First Nations crew from Nis’ma Silviculture and included mainly
members from the Uchucklesaht Tribe, the Tseshaht First Nation and the Huu-ay-aat First Nation and/or
workers married to tribe members. The work went fairly well with some interruptions due to rain shut-
downs and foreman changes. Several re-works were done at the end to buck down hang-ups, loaded
leaners (from falling other trees onto their bases), and felling or girdling of additional red alder in order to
release more understory conifers. In spite of the work interruptions and required re-works, most of the
stated objectives of biodiversity creation, habitat and spacing numbers were achieved. Some of the slash
accumulations are heavy, especially along the Upper Nadira, where stands of dense tall conifers were
encountered. These will temporarily impede the movement of smaller ungulates. Deer and elk can,
however, still use the unspaced corridors provided, as well as the limited treatment zones along the banks
and many areas of directional felling between the heavier accumulations. Reducing slash loads further
through bucking, would have increased overall per hectare costs to unacceptable levels. The slash
accumulations are expected to become preferred habitat for marten, squirrels, other small mammals and
many small passerine birds, amphibians and bugs.

The initial stand densities ranging from 400 s/ha, 1120 s/ha, 1400 s/ha OS and 900 s/ha, 2880 s/ha, 2900
s/ha Inventory or 39 to 55 square meters of basal area were reduced to 300s/ha OS or 500 s/ha inventory (
BA 26) along the Upper Nadira Creek to 357 s/ha OS, 557 s/ha Inventory (BA 22.3) on SU 1 of RSMP #7
and 480 s/ha OS, 540 s/ha Inventory, BA 45 on  SU #2 of RSMP 7 (Worthless & Nadira Creeks).





Photo 2: Shows understory Sitka spruce release from
a large alder overstory.  Note the Lower Worthless
Creek in the background.
Photo 1: Pretreatment - Nadira – Treatment to be on
both sides.
Photo 3: Upper Nadira – Shows the very tall, large
diameter Hw, Ba, Fd spaced.




